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From a high level perspective, Internet Transit can be thought of as a pipe in the wall 
that says "Internet this way". The customer connects its network to the Internet 
Transit Provider and the Transit Provider does the rest.  
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The Internet Transit service is shown in the diagram below provides access to the 
global Internet by: 

announcing the customer route across the Internet so any network on the Internet 
knows how to reach the customer network, and 

announcing to the customer the information necessary to be able to send traffic to 
any destination in the Internet. 

 

In this mini ecosystem, we see the Cyan ISP purchasing transit from the Orange 
Transit Provider. The Orange ISP announces to the Cyan ISP reachability to the entire 
Internet (shown as many colored networks to the right of the Transit Providers). The 
Transit Providers propagate the Cyan route (shown as a cyan circle) across the 
Internet so that all networks know how to reach the Cyan ISP.  

With this reciprocal Internet Transit service, all Internet attachments know how to 
reach the Cyan ISP, and the Cyan ISP knows how to reach all Internet destinations. 
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Why did the 95th percentile come into existence?  In the early Internet days, Internet 
traffic was charged on a circuit capacity basis. But if you didn’t use very much of this 
capacity, you were still paying as if you did. This made Internet Transit tough to sell so 
the usage-based (metered) model began. Initially some ISPs charged on average use, 
which ended up being skewed by the occasional burstiness associated with a spot 
event.  To address this, one ISP adopted the 95th percentile measure that was 
primarily introduced to not overly punish a customer for the occasional spike in traffic 
volume, and still allow the ISP to bill based the load placed on its network. This 
approach seemed palatable and sold. The rest of the industry followed suit and 95-5 
was born. 
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As customers expand their use of innovative and high-bandwidth services such as 
over-the-top streaming and download of video broadcasts, and as large volume 
download services go viral, Internet Transit customers see larger and larger monthly 
transit fees. To manage this, some of the larger scale Internet Service Providers and 
Content Distributors monitor their transit traffic flows to determine where their 
transit traffic is sent to and coming from. With this data, some of the more clever 
companies explore optimizations including  

Internet Peering (explored next chapter) and  

Clever Internet Transit Tactics (described next in the Internet Transit Playbook). 
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WestNet is an ISP with green customers, MidNet is an ISP with blue customers, and 
EastNet is an ISP with red customers. 

WestNet is in a Peering relationship with MidNet in which WestNet learns how to 
reach MidNet's blue customers, and MidNet reciprocally learns how to reach 
WestNet's green customers. 

EastNet is in a Peering relationship with MidNet in which EastNet learns how to reach 
MidNet's blue customers, and MidNet reciprocally learns how to reach EastNet's red 
customers. 

After these two peering sessions are established, the routing tables are in place as 
shown in the boxes beneath the ISP clouds.  Since MidNet peers with both EastNet 
and WestNet, MidNet customers can reach both EastNet and WestNet customers.  
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It is typical for the top traffic sources or sinks being the large ISPs that do not peer 
openly. (We will discuss these “restrictive” peers in the section on Internet Peering 
Inclinations and Policies.) These top destinations often represent a large chunk of 
traffic that is ultimately not peerable. The remainder of the traffic however is 
potentially peerable. 

Once the top traffic destinations are identified and associated with specific ISPs, 
these ISPs are targeted for potential peering relationship discussions. Below is a 
sample "Peering Top 50 list" template – peering coordinators use some form of this 
to help track their interactions with potential peers. 
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